Combining the new ULTRA Mini Telescopes with the LED DayLite® ULTRA Mini headlight for precision magnification and illumination, you can take both home with the special CDA introductory price starting at $1,295.

While you're there, take the "45 Day Challenge" and try the ULTRA Mini Combo, or any other of Designs for Vision's dental telescopes or headlights, for 45 days — no fees, no gimmicks, no obligation.

A pair of ULTRA Mini Telescopes weighs as little as 34 grams (1.2 ounces) and is 40 percent smaller in size compared to regular dental telescopes, thus allowing for easy peripheral vision. The ULTRA Mini Telescopes, like Designs for Vision's world-renowned dental telescopes, provide 2.5x magnification and are fully customized to the individual user, providing ergonomic advantages. The ULTRA Mini Telescopes are ideal for those who require true 2.5x magnification but desire a smaller, lighter weight system.

The LED DayLite® ULTRA Mini headlight weighs less than 16 grams and provides more than eight hours of even neutral light at maximum intensity. Combining the ULTRA Mini Telescopes with the LED DayLite® ULTRA Mini headlight provides the ultimate in high-quality, lightweight visual enhancement. The ULTRA Mini combo is a fraction of the weight of some the bulky light/loupe combo systems on the market.

Designs for Vision is a privately owned and operated firm founded in 1961 with the mission to design and manufacture task-oriented visual enhancement devices. Its founder, Dr. William Feinbloom, envisioned a company that would custom craft each device to the needs and requirements of each customer. The company has remained true to that vision for more than 53 years, and the ULTRA Mini Combo is the latest innovation expanding that vision.

As a small business crafting products in the United States, Designs for Vision takes pride in the connection with its customers that large multi-national corporations or far-off manufacturers sometimes struggle to maintain. At Designs for Vision, employees pledge that they will not share your information with any other entities.